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You may have heard that as a physician you could acquire the highest quality disability income 

policy available at the lowest premium rates. As a physician, you were considered to be about the 

most desirable risk for an insurance company to accept. This is no longer the case. 

What has happened? First, since 1989 the claims experience for doctors has increased more 

rapidly than for other white-collar professionals. Of particular significance among the physician 

group is an increase in alcohol and drug abuse, and mental and nervous disorders. Second, is the 

spread of the new and deadly disorder – AIDS – to which doctors may have more exposure than 

the general public. 

In July 1991, UNUM, one of the leading companies in individual, non-cancelable disability income 

protection, downgraded the insurability class of four medical specialties: family practitioners, 

anesthesiologists, emergency room physicians, and orthopedic physicians. As a result of this 

downgrade, members of these specialties had to pay a 16 percent higher premium than, for 

example, radiologists who remain in UNUM’s top-rated risk category. And now, UNUM has 

stopped taking applications from physicians in these four down-graded specialties. 

Another major player in the disability insurance (DI) field, Provident Life and Accident, will be the 

first company to offer discounts for policies which pay reduced benefits for mental and nervous 

disorders and substance abuse disorders. 

While such “compromise” measures allow these companies to continue offering some form of DI 

coverage, many insurers are dropping out of the disability income marketplace altogether.  For 

example, John Hancock agents will now be selling the Provident Life and Accident Contract. New 

England Mutual agents will be selling the Paul Revere contract. And National Life of  Vermont 

agents will be selling the UNUM contract. Other companies have simply abandoned the product 

line completely and let their agents sell for whoever they choose. 

Don’t be alarmed if you have coverage with any of the companies abandoning the DI market, 

provided it’s non-cancelable coverage! Either they will honor the terms of your contract or another 

company will assume responsibility under a reinsurance agreement. 
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An item of significance – although outside the realm of the non-cancelable disability insurance – is 

the fact that in 1989 Mutual of New York (MONY), the nation's largest insurer of association 

coverage plans, decided to abandon this type of business.  By the end of 1991 they no longer 

insured any associations. 

(Association coverage is the type of DI protection you might acquire as a member of a medical 

society.) Among the groups canceled were the California Medical Society, American Association 

of Trial Attorneys, and American Veterinary Medical Association. 

What additional changes can we expect in the near future? 

• Fewer and fewer companies will offer disability products to physicians and those that do 

will focus on profitability. 

• Higher prices are ahead, especially on the shorter waiting periods. 

• More companies will limit benefits for mental and nervous disorders and alcohol and 

drug abuse. 

• Premium will vary by state or region. Some companies are already doing this. For 

example, claims frequency is higher in California, New York, and Florida. 

• Companies will place some limitations on “own occupation specialty” claims payments, 

and on long-term cost of living payments. Also, a return to sex-distinct pricing by some 

companies will occur (experience shows higher claims for females). 

What should you do? You have invested too much in your career to risk your financial future and 

the financial security of your family. With all of the recent and anticipated changes in DI 

protection, “renting” disability protection – through group limited or association coverages – is just 

too much of a gamble. Non-cancelable disability income insurance is the only type of coverage 

that is commensurate with your status and income as a physician… and is guaranteed to continue 

as long as you pay your premiums.

In light of the changes we’ve described, what steps should you, as a physician, take to protect 

your income from disability as effectively as possible?

1. Do not cancel or change your existing coverage unless and until you are sure that any 

new coverage you apply for is underwritten on an acceptable (standard or better) 

basis. 

2. Get a professional – an experienced, knowledgeable agent in the disability income field 

– to help you review your coverage. Even your existing non-cancelable policies should 

be reviewed to make sure that they contain the most up-to-date features and benefits. 

3. Be wary of using association or group coverage as the basis for the majority of your 

coverage, unless you don’t qualify for non-cancelable coverage. The lower cost is 

attractive, but the principle “you get what you pay for” is never truer than with disability

insurance. Not only are there contractual loopholes, but companies can effectively 

“cancel” this coverage by raising premiums. 
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4. If you qualify, acquire the maximum amount of individual, non-cancelable disability 

income protection your income justifies. 

5. Besides being “own occupation” specific, your policy should contain a comprehensive 

residual benefit (covering all aspects of partial disability) and should probably contain a 

cost of living rider.

6. If you are in an incorporated practice, consider having the corporation pay the premium 

for at least part of your coverage, then you can pay the remainder with after-tax 

dollars. 

Some leave to acquire individual, non-cancelable coverage. Here 

lies the problem: Others would have liked to leave, but because 

they now have health problems, they could not qualify for 

individual non-cancelable coverage and are forced to retain the 

association coverage. Thus, the percentage of unhealthy insureds 

increases over time. 

Flow of New Insureds into the Program 

(Medically Underwritten and Generally Young)

Block of Insureds Currently Covered

Insureds leave the program for three reasons:

Some retire, die or end 

membership in associations
Some just lapse 

coverage


